
Series 7000 Cabinets were selected for each of these moveable storage units. A large 
selection of Series 7000 Cabinet configurations allows the design of specific units to 
store a wide range of blood bank materials and supplies. Cabinets with doors also 
include an adjustable inner shelf for increased organization and storage efficiency. 

Mobile Cabinet Units idea # LD-063

A Series 4500 Mobile Table serves as a mobile Donor Prep table.  Accessories include 
Double Standard Uprights, 15-Amp Powerstrip, Double Articulating Monitor Arm (for 
flat screens), an adjustable Overtable Shelf with Back/End stops, a Keyboard Tray and 
a CPU Caddy. (Computer components not included) 

Donor Prep Table idea # LD-062 

Volume LD-205

Blood Banks
Design Ideas

Blood Banks have very specific and 
unique requirements when it comes to 
furnishings. Each facility has different 
needs based on staff, equipment, and 
space. Modular and, in many cases, 
mobile lab furnishings are an ideal way 
to provide the most effective work 
environment possible, whether it be for 
an entire lab or a single work station.

Our design team understands the 
environment in which you work.   
We’ve teamed with Blood Banks 
nationwide to design and furnish work 
stations with just the right combination 
of features and accessories to fit the 
demands of specific work processes.  
Whether your lab is large or small, your 
need is for one bench or many, we’re 
ready to provide solutions designed 
specifically for you - at competitive 
direct-from-the-manufacturer prices.

The units shown within represent only 
a few of the many configurations 
specified for facilities like yours. Each 
has been tailored to meet a specific 
need and will provide a lifetime of 
dependable service. And, like all 
Workplace® modular component 
systems, they are easily retrofittable to 
meet changing needs down the road.

Conceptual drawings and detailed 
cost quotations are provided on a 
no-obligation basis. To get started, 
please call us at  1-800-258-9700 or visit 
workplacesystemsinc.com.



The 6600 Lab Unit with a spacious full-length adjustable 
interior shelf provides considerable, lockable storage. 
Unit is accessorized with Double Standard Uprights, an 
Articulating Arm, a Pegboard Panel, and an overhead 
adjustable Light Suspension System with Tilt Kit and Light 
Fixture. (Computer components not included)

Plasma Station idea # LD-065

A customized Series 4500 Bench was modified slightly to 
accommodate full-depth undertable shelf storage. The 
station is equipped with Drawers, Double Standard Uprights, 
Articulating Arm for Flat Screen/Keyboard/Mouse, and an 
adjustable overtable Divider shelf. (Computer components not 

included)

Blood Processing 
Station

idea # LD-064

A Series 5500 Electric Table with mobile option is an ideal 
ergonomic solution, with push button height adjustability 
and easy portability. Double Standard Uprights support 
an adjustable Divider Shelf, an Articulating Monitor Arm 
(monitor not included) and a Powerstrip. A Drawer Case 
serves as small parts storage.

Uniform Blood 
Labeling Station

idea # LD-067

A Series 7000 Station provides plenty of drawer storage space. 
Accessories include Articulating Monitor and Bin Arms, a Pegboard 
Panel, sloping adjustable Shelves, and a Light Suspension System 
with Tilt Option and Light Fixture, mounted to Double Standard 
Uprights. A Keyboard Tray is located beneath the table frame.  
(Computer components not included).

Lab Station idea # LD-066



A moveable Donor Testing Station was designed using the 
Series 4500 Mobile Table.  Selected accessories include an 
Undertable Shelf, CPU Caddy, Double Standard Upright 
and MKM Articulating Arm (Monitor, Keyboard & Mouse).  
The entire unit may be moved to wherever it is needed at a 
moment’s notice. (Computer components not included) 

Mobile Donor 
Testing Station

idea # LD-069

The requirements of a Serology Lab application led to the 
design of this Series 4500 Table. A variety of accessories were 
selected including an N3109 Drawer Case, a CPU Caddy, 
Double Standard Uprights, an Articulating Arm for Flat 
Panel Monitor, Adjustable Overtable Shelves, and a Light 
Suspension System. (Computer components not included) 

Serology Station idea # LD-068

A Series 4500 Table with a Footrest, Keyboard Tray, and 
tiered Fixed Riser Shelves provides an efficient, organized 
Marking Station. A 15-amp Powerstrip is also included, 
along with Back and End Stops (on top Fixed Riser).  
(Computer components not included)

Marking Station idea # LD-071

A practical solution for this application is the Series 6700 
Mobile Instrument Table, which provides the mobility and 
efficiencies needed for today’s lab environment, including 
full rear enclosure with ports, full-depth undertable shelf, 
and mobile portability. A Drawer Case provides convenient 
storage of smaller parts and materials.

Instrument
Station

idea # LD-070
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Two Series 1000 Mobile Tables are used in-line to create this Hematology Station.  One intermediate leg section joins the two units together 
to provide a spacious mobile work station.   Accessorized with an N3110 Drawer case and a Keyboard Tray to accommodate specific work and 
storage needs, the unit also is equipped with Undertable Shelves for added storage space and mobile workstation integrity.  A post-formed 
front-edge Top and rear Rubber Bumpers complete unit. 

Hematology Lab 
Bench

idea # LD-072

Testing Station idea # LD-073 Data Collection 
Bench

idea # LD-074

A 4500 Mobile Table was modified to meet the needs of 
a Blood Bank with a need for a Lab Paperwork Processing 
unit.  The Undertable Shelf and horizontal crossmember 
are located at the unit’s center to allow access from either 
side of the table. 

Chosen for use as a test station, this Series 7400 Technician 
unit provides a convenient standing-height work area with 
a roomy worksurface, along with undertable, lockable 
storage space. The Cabinet also includes an adjustable 
interior shelf.
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